How cooks navigate nutrition, hunger and care in public-sector foodservice settings
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Abstract
Objective: To examine the perspectives and practices of cooks responsible for carrying out healthy meal programmes in publicly funded foodservice, in order to better understand what they consider to be ‘good’ food and where nutrition and nutritional standards fit into this conceptualization.
Design: A qualitative, exploratory study involving in-depth interviews that were conducted with cooks and their supervisors about their work practices and perspectives on providing healthy food for clients.
Setting: Participants were recruited from child-care, after-school, senior-centre and shelter settings that had participated in healthy menu training in New York City, USA.
Subjects: Eighteen cooks and nine supervisors working in the aforementioned settings.
Results: The views and practices of both cooks and supervisors about what constitutes ‘good’ food extend beyond a purely nutritional view of goodness to include the importance of addressing hunger and clients’ food preferences, among other factors. Cooks address these by interacting with clients and altering recipes and menus in a range of ways to maximize the likelihood of food consumption and enjoyment. These approaches are often, but not always, compatible with setting-specific nutritional guidelines that may be set at the national, state, local or organizational level.
Conclusions: Cooks play a key role in translating nutritional guidelines into what is served. In doing so, they engage in skilled labour and forms of care that increase the ability of public-sector foodservice to address food security and other goals, but these aspects of their work are not widely recognized.

Improving institutional foodservice from a nutritional perspective has become a major component of efforts to enhance food security and address diet-related disease. Institutional foodservice can be defined in different ways(1), but it often refers to foods prepared for children in schools, child-care and after-school programmes; for elderly populations attending senior centres and using meal delivery programmes; and for financially impoverished populations using soup kitchens and shelters. It can also include food served in hospitals, jails, universities and the military. Our focus here is what is sometimes called ‘the public plate’(2), which includes food served by publicly funded or subsidized institutions that in the course of fulfilling other functions also provide food (e.g. after-school programmes) or those that provide food as a public service (e.g. home-delivered meals for seniors). From a public health perspective these are important sites as, in some cases, they provide clients with a substantial proportion of their daily nutrition over extended periods of time(3). For example, children aged 2–4 years in government-subsidized child-care settings in the USA are meant to receive 60% or more of their daily energy through these sites if they are present for two meals and a snack(4).

The FAO defines food security as that which ‘exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life’(5). Efforts to operationalize this definition often face tensions between access, dietary needs, food preferences and how people conceptualize a healthy life for themselves. In addressing food security, institutional food and public feeding programmes worldwide must negotiate these tensions, but they do so in ways that are specific to their political, social, economic contexts, as well as the needs and preferences of the people to whom they serve food.
In the USA, public health officials and practitioners increasingly treat institutional food as a platform for action to improve health (as well as environmental sustainability in some cases), with the focus generally on increasing the nutritional quality of food. For instance, many government-funded food programmes require that institutions receiving funding adhere to certain nutritional guidelines. Beyond this, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has published healthy food procurement guidelines targeted at state and local government agencies and more recently provided advice on developing health and sustainability guidelines for institutional foodservice at worksites, schools, child-care centres, hospitals, prisons and community-based organizations, among others. Internationally, the WHO has identified schools and workplaces as important sites for nutrition intervention and currently, 60% of eighty-two countries surveyed by the WHO offer school lunch programmes based on national dietary guidelines (p. 75).

The preponderance of health literature on the topic of institutional food concentrates on school food. Schools have impressive reach and the appropriate focus for targeting childhood obesity, a major public health concern in the USA and elsewhere. However, schools and other large institutional food providers are not the only type of setting that has implications for public health nutrition. Smaller and less centralized settings that do their own food preparation on site, like many child-care centres, senior centres and after-school programmes in the USA, are unique in that cooks often exert greater influence over the foods produced than in settings where preparation is more centralized.

While centralizing public foodservice might seem appealing from the perspective of standardizing nutritional offerings, centralization is not feasible for many public-sector foodservice settings and can reduce flexibility to address the needs of particular clients. In decentralized settings, food workers often base the meals they serve on standardized recipes (usually shaped by nutritional regulations and standards), but the specific foods they cook and how they cook them may also be influenced by a worker’s kitchen skills and knowledge about nutrition and nourishment; the resources, equipment and products at a given site; and physical and social aspects of work environments. In practical terms, however, we currently know little about these sites and the role of food workers in shaping the healthfulness of food in these and other decentralized settings.

The present study aimed to better understand workers’ experiences in many decentralized institutional food settings that had adopted healthy menus and implemented an associated training programme developed by a foodservice director in New York City. This programme was designed to address the foodservice director’s healthy menu principles (see Box 1) and to meet the federal Child and Adult Care Food Program guidelines for reimbursement (discussed in Box 2), since many participating site-based meal programmes were partially or wholly funded via this mechanism.

Cooks participating in the training programme were expected to follow prescribed, seasonally changing standardized recipes and to attend four day-long training sessions each year. In the trainings, cooks practised several basic skills. These included learning about the six principles in Box 1, practising basic knife skills and other kitchen skills, practising making recipes from the menus and tasting these recipes. Note that when back at their sites, cooks prepared these menus largely from scratch and played only a minimal role in purchasing.

The present research study explores how cooks prepare these healthier foods and specifically examines how the idea of what is ‘good’ food gets interpreted and put into practice in these settings. These are important questions in the USA and beyond, particularly as we see a proliferation of nutritional standards but little attention to the perspectives and practices of workers expected to implement these new standards.

**Methods**

The present study involved interviews with eighteen cooks working in a range of decentralized institutional settings in New York City and with nine supervisors who oversaw these cooks. Eight centres were recruited for the study that had participated in the healthy menu training described above; four of these provided child care only, one provided after-school services only, one provided child care and after-school services, one served as a senior centre only, and one served multiple populations (child care, after-school, senior centre and shelter). At some sites we interviewed multiple cooks.* Cooks were recruited either at trainings or through information passed on by centre directors. The participation rate for cooks was

---

* The site serving multiple populations had the largest number of participating cooks (seven). Other sites had only one or two cooks on staff, all of whom participated. In total, we interviewed twelve child-care cooks across six sites, three senior-centre cooks across two sites, one cook working in a shelter setting, one working in an after-school programme and one who worked across multiple settings.

---

**Box 1. Six healthy menu principles taught in the healthy meals training programme**

1. Eliminate the use of heavily processed foods.
2. Increase the use of fresh fruits and vegetables.
3. Increase the use of protein sources that are alternatives to meat, including beans, fish, eggs and low-fat dairy.
4. Increase the use of whole grains.
5. Promote culturally diverse and seasonal meals.
6. Promote water drinking.
Box 2. Brief overview of the Child and Adult Care Food Program

The Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) offers reimbursement for qualifying meals and snacks served to eligible children and adults receiving care in child-care centres, family child-care homes, Head Start centres, after-school programmes and adult-care programmes. Meal qualifications are based on US Department of Agriculture standards at the federal level\(^{(29)}\), but are sometimes more stringent at the state level where the programme is administered\(^{(30)}\). The standards are operationalized as meal patterns of five major food groups and corresponding amounts and frequencies of each for different age groups (who are defined as having differing daily energy needs\(^{(31)}\)). The lunch/supper pattern for 3–5-year-olds, for instance, includes age-appropriate serving sizes (as prescribed by the US Department of Agriculture) of the following: milk, two fruits or vegetables, one grains/bread, one meat/meat alternative\(^{(32)}\).

Eligibility is based on a constellation of factors that are specific to the type of institution providing services. In some cases (e.g. child-care centres), a participating child’s family income is assessed and meals are then reimbursed as free, reduced price or paid. In others, the income of the area in which the institution is located is assessed (e.g. after-school programmes) or the percentage of children with family incomes under 185% of the US poverty guidelines (e.g. private child-care centres) or the type of institution may qualify it for fully reimbursed meals (e.g. homeless and domestic violence shelters serving children, adult day programmes serving people who are functionally impaired or 60 years of age and older)\(^{(29)}\). In order to be reimbursed for these foods, centres must submit daily food production records indicating the foods used to meet the specific meal components, the amounts of these foods and the number of people served, and must document family size, income and other eligibility requirements\(^{(33)}\).

100% at most sites, although at the larger site serving multiple populations, it was closer to 75% due to logistical challenges and one cook who did not want to participate. With each participant, we conducted one semi-structured interview of 30 min to 1 h in length in either English or Spanish. Topics included in the cook interviews are listed in Table 1. We also had the opportunity to observe some of the cooks at work and in the periodic trainings. A basic demographic description of our sample is included in Table 2. In the current paper we focus on the experiences of cooks in child-care settings, although, where relevant, we also use insights from cooks in other settings. The study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the City University of New York Institutional Review Board at Lehman College. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim and translated into English when necessary. The authors analysed the interview transcripts, which totalled approximately 500 single-spaced pages of narrative data.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview topics for cooks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical working day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic information and background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience and tenure in the job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions of staffing and needed changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences with cooking prior to taking the job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences of training in cooking and/or nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptions of departures from the menus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favourite and least favourite recipes from menus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of a good cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most important aspects of the job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample description of cooks (n = 18), New York City, USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years working at site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewed in Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child-care centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used the web-based program Dedoose (Socio Cultural Research Consultants LLC, Los Angeles, CA, USA) to help manage our data and began by reviewing the transcripts closely for themes using a process inspired by grounded theory, as described by Charmaz\(^{(14)}\). This led to a list of emic codes of unexpected topics introduced by research participants (e.g. addressing clients’ food preferences, concerns regarding client hunger, using creativity, personal values), and we added these to a host of predetermined etic codes stemming from the interview topics (see Table 1). As is typical in many forms of qualitative data.
analysis, once we completed the list of themes, we applied these as codes to the full data set. Using the compiled excerpts for each theme, we developed analytical memos summarizing how different codes were related to one another and discussing theoretical insights.

Results

‘Good’ food in practice: work contexts
At the sites where we conducted the study, sites might serve a relatively set number of clients each day or a wide-ranging number of drop-in clients. The foodservice staff typically consisted of a head cook, an assistant cook and occasionally one or more kitchen volunteer(s). One key aspect of institutional food in smaller, more decentralized settings is that most foodservice workers in these settings are supervised directly by a centre director (overseeing all aspects of the centre’s work), not by a foodservice director.

Although centre directors typically have limited to no foodservice training, they can have a strong influence on what happens in the kitchen. Directors generally reported responsibility for the following: overseeing the kitchen staff; assuring that food safety laws and prescribed menus are being followed; playing a role in food ordering; and helping to address equipment and other problems. In a few cases, supervisors spoke about going beyond these basic tasks to ask clients and staff about what foods they liked and did not like and why, and conveying this information to cooks and those designing menus. Some also discussed advocating for cooks; for instance, requesting alternative no-cook recipes that cooks could prepare on very hot days from the foodservice director who designed menus.

Almost all sites had shifted to healthier menus highlighting the six principles in Box 1 during the current centre director’s tenure. While all spoke of being supportive of these menus, many noted that the shift to healthier food was important but not easy. Previously, most sites would receive menus that ‘never went into detail as to what the ingredients should be, how much [there] should be. That was left up to the cooks to decide’ (S104, child care). ‘So if it was beef stew, they would make their version of a beef stew’ (S105, after-school). As the six principles suggest, the new menus placed more emphasis on non-meat proteins and fresh produce (thus creating more work for cooks in the form of cleaning, peeling, chopping and cooking as opposed to simply opening canned fruit or heating frozen vegetables) and left super­­-food in practice: the role of cooks
One of the primary ways that we tried to understand how ‘good’ food works in practice at these sites was to examine situations in which cooks deviated from the prescribed healthy menus. The most common of these situations were: (i) the site had unexpectedly run out of an ingredient or did not have as much as was needed; (ii) an order had not come in on time; and (iii) according to cooks, the recipe needed to be changed to ensure that clients would consume it. This last point, which is the only reason cooks cited for actively initiating changes, highlights the cooks’ strong desire to ensure that clients will eat what they cook. Some cooks described testing recipes before serving them. As one cook said:

‘I go home and I’ll try a recipe and see how it tastes. Because sometimes the way they want us to cook it, it’s just like okay, these kids are not gonna eat this.’

(C104, after-school)

She explained that these recipe tests also allow her to experiment with minor alterations to the recipe to improve uptake among clients.

As we have reported in a previous article(13), the forms of recipe modification described above appear to be somewhat common. In an earlier phase of the study, we conducted structured food preparation observations at three child-care sites. Our observational data, which involved twelve meals and the preparation of thirty-one unique dishes, indicated that cooks substituted alternative ingredients and cooking techniques in eight dishes, approximately 25% of all dishes in this small sample. Data were collected while cooks were being openly observed by a trained research assistant, so it is likely that these are underestimates of the actual modifications taking place.

Almost all cooks participating in interviews expressed that their first step before making something other than what is on the menu is to consult with their supervisors. Most cooks reported that supervisors almost always agree to their suggestions, usually on the condition that they attempt to address the six principles and comply with the
basic meal pattern. Some cooks mentioned that if a particular recipe is not popular with clients (e.g. they have cooked it a few times and noticed that few clients are eating it), they will either contact or have the supervisor contact the person designing the menus to give feedback and ask for advice.

If a full meal has to be changed because of missing ingredients, cooks most often reported first trying to substitute whole meals with other meals that are already approved. As one cook said:

‘I basically look through my menus and see what I do have that I know I’m allowed to cook, and I just use one of those items.’ (C106, child care)

When this is not possible, cooks described resorting to what they called ‘back-up recipes’. These include recipes or meals that address the intended meal pattern, but that often use shelf-stable or frozen ingredients that can be kept on hand. Another type of ‘back-up recipe’ mentioned by a cook was a recipe that she uses when specific children at her site do not eat anything from the day’s planned menu. In this case, this cook said:

‘I will send them a cookie, or cheese, or whatever there is to replace their meal; or I make a vegetable soup. I find a way to make them eat something that they like.’ (C116, child care)

As noted previously, many changes were made as a way to get clients (often children, in particular) to eat items that cooks and directors feared they might not be willing to eat otherwise. Changes made to encourage clients to eat included taking out certain ingredients incorporated into an item and serving them on the side (e.g. serving corn on the side rather than inside a quesadilla), disguising certain ingredients that clients might not like (e.g. puréeing beans that make up a layer in a casserole) and making dishes seem more pleasing or familiar when possible (e.g. toasting sandwiches as is done at popular sandwich shops or baking macaroni and cheese to give it a crunchy top). In two cases, cooks mentioned adding meat to a dish that already had a non-meat protein in it. For instance, one cook told us that she added chicken to a dish that involved egg as its primary protein because she felt it did not have enough protein for children to be a ‘full meal’ (C116, child care). Another cook added ground turkey to a bean-based chilli recipe after receiving complaints from clients and staff that the dish was missing meat (C104, after-school). These kinds of changes were often not approved by supervisors in advance.

‘Good’ food beyond nutrition
As the previous sections suggest, the views of both cooks and supervisors about what constitutes ‘good’ food goes beyond a purely nutritional view of goodness. As the afterschool supervisor indicated, these cooks are indeed moving beyond simply implementing a set of menus and healthy cooking principles (their basic duties) to a position from which they care, surprisingly deeply in many cases, about whether their food is eaten and whether it pleases clients. We might ask how they come to care about this and why.

Our data suggest two answers to these questions. First, many cooks believe that centres are one of clients’ primary sources of food and nutrition. As one cook said, ‘You know that a child may not get enough to eat at home’ (C101, child care). Another cook expressed her distress about an unsuccessful snack recipe in terms of hunger by saying:

‘Everything came back. And it was snack, [so] there was nothing I could give them to make up for that, because it’s time to go home. When a lot of these kids go home, they don’t eat.’ (C106, child care)

A second reason why cooks care about whether their food is eaten has to do with pride in their work. This pride was orientated around producing foods that clients liked, would eat and did not throw away. Multiple cooks described checking the garbage after meals to see what was not being eaten. As one said:

‘I always check the garbage. And I say, hold on, they really ate it! (...) Because if they don’t like something, and I notice it, I call [my supervisor]. I don’t like to waste food.’ (C106, child care)

Another put a slightly different spin on this point by saying:

‘As a cook you don’t wanna waste your time. You don’t like to see the food ending [up] in the garbage.’ (C110, child care)

As the difference between these two quotes lightly suggests, some cooks were more motivated by the reactions from clients to the food and others were more focused on the technicalities of producing food. The vast majority fell into the former category. This may seem like a mere corollary of the idea that cooks are concerned about client hunger and that producing foods that are pleasing facilitates cooks’ and organizations’ ability to address hunger. However, our data suggest that there is an important social dimension of this dynamic as well. When describing a more labour-intensive recipe, one of the cooks surprised us by saying about the recipe, ‘I love doing it, too, because [the clients] really like it’ (C106, child care). The goal may indeed be to get clients to eat, but not without pleasure. As another cook said:

‘I get very happy and very excited when I cook something and they actually like it. Like I try to tweak it and make it just a little better, or how they would like it.’ (C104, after-school)

It turns out that this is not a one-way social dynamic. Children often seemed to know the cooks by name and to
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The rewards associated with cultivating a social role that is enacted and recognized outside the kitchen were further underscored by a cook at a senior centre who said that food is a mechanism for showing clients ‘that you care about them’. She told a story demonstrating how she uses food and conversation to keep seniors coming to the site consistently. In her words:

‘I say, “Don’t stay home. Keep coming out to the centre. You’ll see because you’ll feel better, because your husband has gone on, and you’re still here and he would want you to go on.”’

(C105, senior centre)

On what she gets out of this, she said:

‘Just them seeing me here, they know that they gonna have a good lunch, a good breakfast. And I would say, me being around them, you know, it, it makes me feel good as a senior as well as the cook here.’ (C101, child care; pseudonym used)

Discussion

Historically, publicly funded foodservice has functioned in many places as a way – in part at least – to provide sustaining energy to populations that lack access to such resources. Grafting nutritional regulations and standards on to publicly funded foodservice programmes has sought to raise the quality of food and sometimes served to improve the balance of nutrients in menu offerings, especially in recent decades in response alarming statistics on diet-related disease in the USA and globally. As institutional food systems accelerate their efforts to improve the nutritional quality of their offerings, emphasis has been on compliance with these nutritional standards and often primarily through more attentive purchasing practices.

These are important steps, but in focusing on these, we have neglected those complex dynamics taking place between purchasing and what ends up on the plate. In many settings, cooks play a key role in translating nutritional guidelines into what is served, sometimes taking into account what might get eaten or not. With investments in training and the design of healthy menus, cooks in the present study largely sought to remain true to the menus, to the letter when possible and in spirit in almost all cases. However, they carried out their work of preparing these menus, making substitutions in the case of logistical issues and experimenting with recipes, with a keen eye trained on clients’ food preferences and a sense that they should eat ‘something’ (C116, child care), values that are not explicitly recognized in American population-level nutrition guidelines like those of the Child and Adult Care Food Program discussed here.

These practices reflect the cooks’ close attention to the clients who come to their centres on a daily basis from surrounding neighbourhoods (often the same neighbourhoods where the cooks themselves live) and who praise or throw away their food. They may also reflect the forms of knowledge and experiences, particularly of food insecurity, carried by cooks from their home countries and pasts into the kitchens where they work. These practices thus also reflect the relationship between cooks and clients in these settings. Likely without realizing it, in doing this work in this way, cooks help their organizations address the FAO’s definition of food security presented earlier, which nutritional guidelines alone do not. Cooks correct our generalized concern about overeating in the USA to reflect their particular settings, where the problem of not eating enough may be more common.

But more is being achieved here than food security alone. For cooks, there is a social identity in this work that many of them embrace. This identity is demonstrated through their pride in their work, their attention to the menus and their attention to the clients’ preferences and needs. Pride is well documented as a motivation among restaurant chefs. ‘Nourishing care’ provides the opportunity for multiple ‘goods’ to be conveyed, but she notes that ‘the relations between such goods can be strikingly complex’ (17) (p. 216). Goods that cooks may balance as they make and serve recipes include: addressing hunger, pleasure and the development and maintenance of social relationships among themselves and with clients and supervisors; addressing the whole person who exists both within and outside the centre; and to some lesser degree, addressing economics (largely through seeking to reduce food waste). The constant, shifting calculations that go into the balancing of these goods are essential to the success of these organizations in addressing not only nutrition and food insecurity, but also in carrying out their social missions more broadly.

Preserving the potential for pride and nourishing care in these settings depends not only on training cooks and supervisors to deliver nutritionally sound foods and menus (and supporting this work with resources and infrastructure), but also, critically, on allowing them autonomy and space for what Mol has called ‘tinkering’ or ‘attentive experimentation’ (20) (p. 13). For cooks, this means allowing them to continue to modify recipes and provide feedback on what works in terms of getting eaters to
engage with unfamiliar foods and allowing them opportunities to interact with clients. Currently, in the settings studied, there is a unique feature of the healthy menus programme that creates a certain degree of recognition of these insights. The foodservice director who designs the menus and trainings is in frequent contact with cooks and supervisors about what works and does not in their settings. She attends almost as much to the details of what makes menus work in particular settings as to the meal component accounting required for reimbursement by the Child and Adult Care Food Program. Cooks thus have someone available to them who values their opinions and can change menus accordingly, as well as someone who values both the health- and pleasure-related dimensions of food. It is this function, not present in many public foodservice organizations, which recognizes attentive experimentation and honours it as something of which cooks can be proud.

Although little international literature on the work of cooks in publicly funded foodservice currently exists, there are many aspects of the present analysis that are potentially applicable to other countries. For instance, the need to alter what is served based on logistical challenges is likely to be a common occurrence throughout systems internationally, especially where foodservice sites are more decentralized and/or in systems with limited resources and infrastructure. Research suggests that decentralized systems of public feeding (particularly school feeding) are common in developing countries\(^1\) and that even large, well-developed systems like that of school food in the UK may be heading towards greater decentralization\(^2\). As in our study, implementing healthy menu training in these settings might offer cooks additional skills to draw on when improvisation is required. Like the cooks in our study, we imagine that public-sector cooks internationally also have the potential to translate nutritional guidance into food experiences that reflect the particular needs of their clients. Whether it would be fruitful to encourage experimentation among cooks in other countries to achieve goals like food security depends on how public foodservice settings are structured and on the degree, type and opportunities for communication between cooks and clients, as well as between cooks and supervisors.

One factor that may be unique to the specific settings studied and to higher-resource countries like the USA is the extent to which cooks and menu designers perceive a need to cater to client tastes. Even the mere provision of institutional meals is not a given in low- and middle-resource countries, which provide school meals to only 18% and 49% of students, respectively\(^3\). However, even in lower-resource settings like Guyana, successful school feeding schemes have involved community participation, nutritious meal preparation training and take into account local food preferences\(^4\). Community participation in the design and implementation of school feeding programmes internationally is recommended by the World Bank and scholars, partially as a way of addressing local food preferences\(^5\).

It is important to contextualize our interpretation of these findings with a brief discussion of the study’s strengths and weaknesses. This research was conducted with a small number of cooks and sites in New York City. Thus, the ways that public foodservice systems in other places are structured at both the micro (day-to-day supervision and contact with clients) and the macro (government oversight and policies, funding, centralization of food production, etc.) levels strongly shape how relevant our findings would be in these settings. In keeping with commonly used qualitative research principles\(^6\), we look not to the concept of generalizability to understand how these findings extend to other locations, but rather to transferability, in which the onus is on readers of the research to interpret the potential utility of the findings for their own contexts. Additionally, while we recognize that our sample includes a larger concentration of cooks from child-care sites than from other types of site, we see the insights from other types of site as enriching the study’s findings. Still, it bears noting that we collected data from only one cook at some types of site and that the participants in our study are not representative of all public-sector foodservice cooks.

One of the strengths of the present study is that it integrates multiple techniques frequently used in qualitative research for maximizing the quality and trustworthiness of data analysis\(^7\). Having two people participate in data collection and analysis allowed us to triangulate our interpretations of the data, a process best conducted by researchers from diverse backgrounds; in this case, a PhD level researcher who is a non-native Spanish speaker, and a master’s level student who is a native Spanish speaker and who was raised in the same country as many of our participants. Additionally, after our initial analysis, we presented a summary of our findings and interpretations to the majority of cooks and supervisors who participated in the study (a form of respondent validation), as well as to numerous other cooks working in similar settings who were not part of the study. Our findings were challenged and enriched by these feedback sessions.

**Conclusion**

To our knowledge, the tinkering that institutional cooks may do in the kitchen to help translate nutritional guidelines into food security and ‘nourishing care’ is rarely discussed or documented. Future research might explore how common recipe modification is, what forms it takes and what motivates it across a greater variety of institutional food settings, as well as how local communities come to have input into public feeding in countries with different public foodservice systems. Looking closely at
staffing structures and different levels and types of cook training could be important in identifying how different conditions shape cooks’ perspectives and practices. Building on work conducted in schools(27), researchers could also examine what forms of modification and experimentation take place in more centralized settings.

In terms of public health nutrition practice, if improvisation and the multiple goods that food in these settings can offer were more explicitly recognized, cooks, supervisors and foodservice directors might be able to more systematically assess what is working to address food security. Such an approach might also incentivize these groups to refine what they are trying to achieve through their food programmes (e.g. provide familiar foods, expose clients to new foods) and to more explicitly pursue this. Institutional foodservice leaders who guide cooks based on an understanding that nutritional guidelines exist within a complex landscape of ‘goods’ (in Mol’s sense) are likely to have greater success than others in making this leap beyond mere compliance.

Finally, while the current paper generally highlights the benefits that can be achieved through a caring practice of food provision, the ways in which these practices reverberate in the lives of clients and cooks may have less positive aspects as well. For instance, although the study shows experimentation being used to achieve health and social goals, it is also possible that recipe modification could have undesired implications for client health and nutritional well-being. Additionally, cooks may find that they are doing more and different work than they are being compensated for. Particularly in the USA, the skilled nature of this ‘relational work’(28) is rarely recognized in financial compensation for public foodservice jobs, which are persistently low paid. The forms of recognition recommended above might help to create a shift in social perceptions of these jobs, but in order to meaningfully encourage ‘nourishing care’ in these settings, the work must be valued economically as well.
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